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AGENDA

26 Nov
Thurs

9.30am

Log-in opens

10.00 am

Welcome Speech by
MRSM President

by John Smurthwaite

10.15 am

Opening Speech by
MDEC Chairman

by Datuk Wira Dr. Hj Rais
Hussin Mohamed Ariff

SESSION #1
10.30 11.30 am

" 5G + Consumer Insights in
Powering Marketing Decisions "

by Konesh Kochhal
Huawei

" Using Data to Identify
Moments to Enrich People’s Life
with Technology ”

by Filipe Lampreia &
Kenni Loh
Geometry

Q&A Discussion with Audience

by Ian Kwan
Moderator

SESSION #2
11.30 12.30 pm

12.30 pm

" The Pivotal Role of Consumer
by James Yeang
Insights in Impacting Changes to the Domino's
Digital Services during Covid-19 "
" Customer Insights : The Thor’s
Hammer Way to Winning in the
Disruptive World "

by Anirban Ganguly
Astro

Q&A Discussion with Audience

by Barry Ooi
Moderator

Closing for the day

by John Smurthwaite
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AGENDA

27 Nov
Fri

9.30am

Log-in opens

10.00 am

Recap Speech by
MRSM President

by John Smurthwaite

10.15 am

Opening Speech by
Asia Pacific University Director

by Dr Behrang
Samadi

SESSION #1
10.30 11.50 am

" Transformation of Research
beyond the Pandemic "

by Disha Bhatnagar
AirAsia

" The Role of Consumer Insights in
Making Marketing More Effective
for Digitally Hyper-Connected
Consumers "

by Anwer Khan
Initiative / IPG Media

" You Need Data to Drive Digital
Engagement Effectively ..Even
Amongst Your Fans "

by Owen Leed
Badminton World
Federation

Q&A Discussion with Audience

by Kelvin & Paro
Moderators

SESSION #2
11.50 12.30 pm

" What is the Role of
Qualitative Research in the
Age of Digitalisation? "

by Sophie Cox &
MC Lai
Firestar Research
& Kantar

12.30 pm

Closing Speech

by John Smurthwaite
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WHAT IS
MRSM
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

MRSM's vision is to be the force to be reckoned with in driving the pivotal
role of marketing research in enpowering marketers, advertisers & brand
owners in embedding data & consumer insights in making the most
impactful business decisions. The annual conference is to set the stage for
what is to come & inspire the business fraternity in the right direction

WHY ON THE
CURRENT
TOPIC

The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic has kick-started the imminent evolution
of many things, if not revolution. Digitalisation & IoT are one of the tides
which are catching up exponentially, causing a very steep learning curve
for marketers & their partner agencies. Sharing of learnings, successes &
failures, is the way to continue inspire each other as everyone is still on the
learning path

WHO
SHOULD
ATTEND

WHY YOU
SHOULD
ATTEND

Anyone who is in the role of ideation, planning &
strategy should attend. Be it about branding,
merely activation, the learnings will be relevant
Brand, Customer Experience, Activation, Strat
Researcher, Insights etc

execution of their growth
advertising, shopper, or
to all levels - Marketing,
Planner, Media Planner,

Get the first hand insights & sharing from our industry leaders from across
different core pillars of brand management on how they have leveraged
data & consumer insights to make the right decisions on their digitalisation
& IoT strategies. Learnings is the way
And at the same time to contribute back to our country whereby all the
conference fees will be donated to Tabung Covid-19 by MOH or NADMA

PACKAGE OPTIONS
Each individual registration :

RM 50 per pax
100% fees to be donated to Tabung Covid-19

Bulk registration (15+ pax ) :

RM 750 for 15 pax ( @ RM 50 each )
100% fees to be donated to Tabung Covid-19
Free 1 Year MRSM Membership for 3 names

If interested to join MRSM

RM 200 for individual membership
RM 400 for corporate membership
50% membership fees to be donated to
Tabung Covid-19

:

REGISTRATION
To register via RSVP, either scan the QR or go to
MRSM website at https://www.mrsm.org.my
MRSM admin will be in contact with you to arrange
for payment

PAYMENT
Payment can be easily made through bank online transfer.
Instructions will be provided once you have registered via RSVP

JOINING CONFERENCE ON THE DAY
Conference will be conducted through an interactive virtual
webinar. Participants get to post questions to the speakers during
the Q&A session
Each registered participant will be sent an exclusive webinar link &
password to access the conference

OR

TO LEARN , TO BE INSPIRED
&
TO DONATE TO
TABUNG COVID-19

OUR BOLD SPEAKERS
DATUK WIRA DR HJ. RAIS HUSSIN MOHAMED ARIFF |
CHAIRMAN | MDEC
Dr Rais Hussin is an avid strategist, perennial wordsmith, social engineer, serial
entrepreneur and serious policy intellectual. He is also the President and CEO of EMIR
Research that specialises in data driven research on any given national or international
issues. He has more than 23 years corporate experience in leading and managing local
and global telecommunications, technologies and IT companies.He has been actively
promoting inbound investment, technology and execution for high-tech high value
projects in Malaysia and the exciting growth markets of the ASEAN economic zone.
Among the issues that fascinates him are those related to disruptive change, big data,
the wide use of apps driven economy, algorithms and artificial intelligence. Straddling
between science, strategy, communications, and policy advice, Dr Rais has sought to
convince governments to adopt a private public partnerships as advocated by World
Bank, to resolve any market break down or conundrums.Dr Rais Hussin received his
Bachelors in Economics (Hons), Masters in Management and Doctorate in Business
Administration from the International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM).

KENNI LOH | CEO | GEOMETRY
Kenni oversees the SEA markets with a bachelor’s degree in Marketing and Advertising from
Auckland University of Technology. Starting his career in McCann Erickson NZ where he
established their activation arm – Momentum for M'sia, he went on to become General
Manager of G2 Worldwide. Kenni was promoted to COO of Geometry Global, co-managing the
merger of G2 and Ogilvy Action, the largest full service integrated creative agency in M'sia
under WPP. A year later, Kenni was promoted to CEO of Geometry M'sia with the responsibility
to ensure growth in the SEA markets. Kenni has a proven track record of driving business
results with numerous effectiveness awards for high profile clients where many accolades are
a first for his clients - such as Gold Effie & PMAA Best Country for Carlsberg, Unilever, P&G,
Mondelez, Shell, CIMB, Tiger Beer and Mamee and the first Silver Cannes Lion for P&G Asia. At
the recent PMAA Dragons of Asia 2019 Geometry won the Agency of the Year, Best Network,
Best Country Award retaining the No#1 position 4 years in a row. Geometry also bagged a
Bronze APAC Effie, becoming the first office in the region to win this coveted award. Kenni
believes in constantly evolving as a person and as a leader. He currently drives Geometry’s
Reimagine Commerce offering with an always ready attitude. Ready to evolve, ready to
change, ready to adapt, ready to succeed

KONESH KOCHHAL | DIRECTOR ECOSYSTEM ENGAGEMENTS | HUAWEI
Konesh brings over 20 years of ICT Industry experience. Having worked in more than 30
countries in Asia, Australia, Europe and Africa, he has been successful in building and leading
large data networks and business portfolios. Proven expertise in conceptualizing and
integrating commercial models and technology platforms to deliver desired customer
experience. In-depth experience in NICT frameworks, policy ecosystems, Program
Management, Technical Strategies, Commercial Model Development & Governance, Planning
and Rollouts of MBB Networks and Spectrum Management. Prior to joining Huawei, his key
roles included leading the Data Business for Airtel Africa and MBB Networks for Airtel India

OWEN LEED | DIRECTOR - COMMERCIAL &
COMMUNICATIONS | BWF
Owen is a commercial marketing specialist with a detailed and multi-faceted experience
across many business sectors and countries. He has a 30-year track record of agency, client
and media-owner experience spanning the globe and diverse industry sectors. He has
enjoyed senior roles at a host of advertising and marketing agencies including two agency
start-ups and has worked in various fields including tourism as the Chief Marketing Officer of
South African Tourism followed by launching and managing A1GP World Cup of Motorsport
teams and events in South East Asia. Owen’s current role at the Badminton Word Federation
is to manage all agency relationships securing TV distribution and sponsorship income to the
Federation and to manage the Marketing and Communications team on a daily basis for all
output required by the BWF across all platforms.

FILIPE LAMPREIA | HEAD OF STRATEGY |
GEOMETRY
Filipe is a Portuguese Strategic Planning professional with a degree in Business Comm and
an MBA in Strategic Marketing. Over the years, he has travelled around working in
international agencies in Portugal, Spain, Brazil, Costa Rica, Mexico, USA and now, M'sia.
With over 16 years of experience and cultural knowledge to develop and implement
marketing, advertising and shopper marketing plans leads to creating truly integrated
and effective campaigns, capable to elevate the shopping experience through powerful
insights in the path to purchase. Prior to joining Geometry Malaysia, Filipe was Regional
Strategic Planning Director at a Shopper Marketing agency based in Atlanta, USA, for
Coca-Cola Global/North America and Kellogg’s Latin America. Previously, he was Head of
Strategic Planning at Geometry Costa Rica and later in Geometry Mexico, working for
different clients at global, regional and national level such in areas such as shopper
marketing, trade, digital, e-commerce and experiential.

ANWER KHAN | MANAGING DIRECTOR |
INITIATIVE
Anwer is a Strategy and Integration professional with a high level of business acumen. Anwer
has a career spanning over 17 years handling accounts such as LG, McDonald's , Standard
Chartered, Wipro UNZA, Umobile, City Bank, Ginvera, Mars International, Tenaga Nasional
Berhad, CIMB, J&J, AirAsia, KWSP and many more. His expertise in Strategic/ Consultative
planning means he has the ability to develop and execute brand communication objectives
whilst nurturing relationships of strategic, consultative, analytical, planning and business
development value. He has a proven track record of driving specialist unit sales and accounts
whilst developing successful key account and product strategies.

JAMES YEANG | GROUP SENIOR VP | DOMINO PIZZA
James has a proven track record of getting things done across multiple industries. He has 17+
years of marketing experience in the Internet, Telco, Startup, F&B and Market Research
industries. His employment history includes The Nielsen Company, Google, Maxis, DiGi, Celcom,
iPrice and Domino's His working experience is in the area of building, leading, and retaining
amazing teams in product marketing, product management, business development and sales.
His areas of expertise are in customer lifecycle management, data & analytics, online
marketing and social media strategies. James has spoke at various conferences namely as
panelist at APAC Customer Experience CX Summit, eTail Asia, Affiliates Summit Asia Pacific,
Product Management Huddle Malaysia, numerous other local conferences.

DISHA BHATNAGAR| HEAD - STRATEGY & INSIGHTS|
AIRASIA
A consumer insights professional (+12 years) experience with key interest and expertise on
tools like NPS, UX research, Brand Health and many other researches such as Go to Market,
Usage and Attitude, Category management Brand Positioning studies etc The most amazing
part of my role is meeting diverse people, innovating data and insights for business, bringing
change driven by insights and always ‘making it happen’ - always challenge the status quo and
remain consumer relevant in today’s environment

ANIRBAN GANGULY - SENIOR VP CONTENT STRATEGY & DIGITAL INNOVATION |
ASTRO
20 years of diverse operational and leadership experience across multiple geographies. I
fundamentally have an obsessive focus on customers and building brand value. I like to work on
brand, product, business and monetization strategies, and fire-fighting things with solutions that
make it work. My core strength is in designing customer experiences blending insight, strategy and
creativity that fuels business growth, increases consumer demand, garners a greater share of
wallet and brand affinity that competitors envy. To paraphrase Satya Nadella, I am also defined
by my curiosity and thirst for learning. I buy more books than I can finish. I sign up for more online
courses than I can complete. I fundamentally believe that if you are not learning new things, you
stop doing great and useful things, and that if something is important enough one should try, even
if the probable outcome is a failure.
DR BEHRANG SAMADI| SENIOR LECTURE|
ASIA PACIFIC UNIVERSIT OF TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
As a researcher, I have compiled a prolific publication record, with dozens of articles and
conference presentations. My publications demonstrate my expertise and experience in
Marketing, Digital Marketing, Knowledge Management and other business disciplines. I'm
extremely active in my profession, serving as a reviewer, editorial board, judge for journals
and conferences, and contributing to multiple professional organisations. I have conducted
many talks, workshops and public speaking in the field of Management and Marketing
disciplines.
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